Abstract. We consider the problem of establishing a relationship between two interpretations of base type terms of a λ c -calculus with algebraic operations. We show that the given relationship holds if it satisfies a set of natural conditions. We apply this result to comparing interpretations of new name creation by two monads: Stark's new name creation monad [25] and a global counter monad.
Introduction
Suppose that two monadic semantics A 1 , A 2 are given to a call-by-value functional language, and each semantics A i interprets a base type b by a set A i b and computational effects by a monad T i . After comparing these semantics, you find a relationship Vb ⊆ We name this problem effect simulation problem and tackle it under the situation where 1) the call-by-value functional language is the simply typed λ c -calculus with products, coproducts, effect-free constants and algebraic operations [22] , and 2) the underlying category of a semantics is a bi-CCC with a strong monad. We show that the answer of the effect simulation problem is "yes" if I) monad units η 1 , η 2 map pairs in V to pairs in C, II) V is closed under effect-free constants and III) C is closed under algebraic operations in the λ c -calculus. We prove this by extending Mitchell's representation independence proof [17] with logical relations for monads constructed by categorical -lifting [11] , which is a semantic formulation of the leapfrog method introduced by Lindley and Stark [14, 15] . The point of this result is the generality: it holds with any monad, algebraic operation and relation V and C. We demonstrate the flexibility of our solution by showing a general comparison theorem of two monadic semantics related by strong monad morphisms (Section 4), and comparing two interpretations of new name creation by Stark's new name creation monad [25] and a global state monad (Section 5). In Section 6 we consider the effect simulation problem under the presence of recursive functions.
Preliminary A bold letter, such as x, abbreviates a sequence x 1 · · · x n . The length of the sequence is written by |x|. We regard every set as a discrete category. We write ⇒ and λ for exponentials and currying operators in a CCC. A bi-CCC is a CCC with finite coproducts. For a monad (T, η, µ) and a morphism f : I → T J, we write f # for µ J • T f .
The λ c -Calculus with Algebraic Operations
We adopt the simply-typed λ c -calculus with effect-free constants and algebraic operations [22] as an idealised call-by-value functional language. In Section 6 we add recursive functions. Let B be the set of base types. We use b (and its variants) to range over B. An effect-free constant in the calculus takes a value of type b 1 2 .M 2 ). The symbols of effect-free constants and algebraic operations added to the calculus are specified by a signature Σ over B. It assigns a set of symbols to each element in B * × (B * ) * + (B * ) * . We assume that Σ(x) is disjoint with each other. We write Σ b→a and Σ a for the sets Σ(ι 1 (b, a)) and Σ(ι 2 (a)), respectively. We define the computational lambda calculus λ c (B, Σ) over the set B of base types and a signature Σ over B. The types and terms of λ c (B, Σ) are defined as follows:
where c, o ranges over the set of symbols for effect-free constants and algebraic operations specified by Σ. The type system of λ c (B, Σ) extends the one for the simply typed lambda calculus with products and sums (see e.g. [18] ). The term ⊥ ρ denotes the unique term of type 0 ⇒ ρ, and the δ-term denotes the sum elimination. The typing rules for the last three terms are the following:
We move to the semantics of the λ c (B, Σ)-calculus.
Definition 1 ([22]
). Let T = (T, η, µ, θ) be a strong monad over a CCC C and Z ∈ C. We write st
Let A : B → C be a functor to a bi-CCC C. We extend A to a functor A :
Below we simply write A for A . 
Effect Simulation Problem
The main problem we consider is the effect simulation problem. We first introduce a set-theoretic version of it. Let A 1 and A 2 be λ c (B, Σ)-structures over Set. A simulation between A 1 and A 2 is a pair (V, C) where V and C are B-indexed families of binary relations such that
we call V and C value simulation and computation simulation, respectively. The effect simulation problem is the following:
Suppose that a simulation (V, C) between A 1 and A 2 is given. Then for any well-typed term
Example 1. Let B be the set of base types and Σ be the signature that specifies only two algebraic operation symbols: null ∈ Σ and join ∈ Σ ( , ) . We regard λ c (B, Σ) as a call-by-value functional language with constructors for nondeterministic computation. The standard semantics of λ c (B, Σ) is given by the λ c (B, Σ)-structure A 1 = (Set, T p , A, k, α 1 ), where T p is the finite powerset monad, and α 1 assigns algebraic operations by α 1 (null) = ∅ and α 1 (join)(x, y) = x∪y. On the other hand, one may represent nondeterministic choices by finite lists instead of finite sets. This representation corresponds to the semantics of λ c (B, Σ) by the λ c (B, Σ)-structure
where T m is the free monoid monad, and α 2 assigns algebraic operations by α 2 (null) = (the empty list) and α 2 (join)(x, y) = x · y (the concatenation of two lists).
We expect that for any well-typed term
That is, we expect that the answer to the effect simulation problem with value simulation Vb = {(v, v) | v ∈ Ab} and computation simulation Cb = {(X, l) ∈ T p Ab × T m Ab | X = the set of elements in l} is yes.
We move on to the general situation where the underlying categories are other than Set. To formulate the concept of relation between two objects from different categories, we first formulate the concept of predicate over objects in arbitrary category in terms of fibrational category theory, then derive the concept of relation as predicates over product categories. Formulating logical relations in fibrational category theory is advocated by Hermida [9] , which subsumes subscone [19] ; see Example 3-1.
Here we give brief definitions of fibration and related concepts; see [10] for the complete detail. Let p : E → B be a functor. We say that X ∈ E is above I ∈ B if pX = I. We use the same word for morphisms in E and B. A fibre category over I ∈ B is the subcategory of E consisting of objects above I ∈ B and morphisms above id I . We next assume that p is faithful. One easily sees that E I is a preorder. In this situation, we regard E I as the preorder of predicates on I. For X, Y ∈ E, by f : X→Y we mean that f ∈ B(pX, pY) and there exists a (necessarily unique) morphismḟ : X → Y above f . We callḟ the witness of f : X→Y. The statement f : X→Y means that f is a morphism that sends elements satisfying X to those satisfying Y. In [10, Section 9.2], it is discussed when a fibration becomes a category for logical relations. Particularly, the subobject fibration of any presheaf category is a category for logical relations. Below we see a special case: the subobject fibration of Set.
Example 2. [10, Chapter 0]
We define the category Pred by the following data: an object in Pred is a pair (X, I) where X is a subset of I and a morphism from (X, I) to (Y, J) is a function f : I → J such that for any i ∈ X, f (i) ∈ Y. This category is equivalent to the category of subobjects of Set. The evident forgetful functor π : Pred → Set is a bifibration; the inverse image functor for a function f : I → J is given by f * (Y, J) = ({x | f (x) ∈ Y}, I), and it has a left adjoint given by f * (X, I)
The fibre category Pred I is the poset (2 I , ⊆), and the intersection gives small products. Therefore π is a partial order bifibration with fibrewise small products.
The category Pred has a bi-cartesian closed structure that is strictly preserved by π [10, Exercise 9.2.1]. The exponential is given by ( Proof. This is a straightforward generalisation of the proof that any subscone is a CCC [19] . We use direct image functors to construct finite coproducts in F * (E).
Example 3. 1. A subscone [19] over a bi-CCC C is the category obtained by pulling back π : Pred → Set along the global element functor C(1, −) : C → Set. The leg from the subscone to C is a category for logical relations. 2. We pull-back π along the product functor − × − : Set 2 → Set. This yields the category Rel of binary relations, and the leg q : Rel → Set 2 is a category for logical relations.
Having abstracted the concept of predicates in terms of fibrational category theory, we now generalise the effect simulation problem to the following effect property problem. Let A = (C, T , A, k, α) be a λ c (B, Σ)-structure and p : E → C be a category for logical relations. A property over A is a pair (V, C) of functors V, C : B → E such that for all base types b ∈ B, Vb is above Ab and Cb is above T Ab. The problem is:
Given a property (V, C) over A, does any well-typed term
An effect simulation problem between two λ c (B, Σ)-structures A 1 and A 2 is nothing but an effect property problem over A 1 × A 2 ; particularly the set-theoretic one in the beginning of this section uses q : Rel → Set 2 as a category for logical relations. We say that a property (V, C) over a λ c (B, Σ)-structure A = (C, T , A, k, α) satisfies: 
I), (C1) and (C2). Then for any well-typed term x
The rest of this section is the proof of the above theorem. The proof extends Mitchell's representation independence [17] using a logical relation with a special care on monads. Let A = (C, T , A, k, α) be a λ c (B, Σ)-structure and (V, C) be a property over A that satisfies (I), (C1) and (C2). We aim to construct a λ c (B, Σ)-structure D = (E,Ṫ , V,k,α) such that 1)Ṫḟ ,η X ,μ X ,θ X,Y are respectively above T (pḟ ), η pX , µ pX , θ pX,pY , 2)kc is above kc, 3)αo X is above αo pX and 4)Ṫ Vb ≤ Cb holds in E T Ab .
We construct the strong monadṪ on E by categorical -lifting [11] , which is a semantic formulation of Lindley and Stark's -lifting [15, 14] . Let X ∈ E be above I ∈ C. We first define the object X (Cb) above T I to be the inverse image of (X⇒Cb)⇒Cb along the following morphism σ
This is the strong monad morphism (see Section 4) from T to the continuation monad (− ⇒ T Ab) ⇒ T Ab. We then defineṪ X by the following fibrewise product: For any a ∈ (B * ) * , Va is above Aa. Therefore from (C2) and Proposition 3, for any arity a ∈ (B * ) * , algebraic operation symbol o ∈ Σ a and X ∈ E, we have αo pX : Va⇒Ṫ X→Ṫ X. We defineαo X to be its witness. Thenαo is a Va-ary algebraic operation forṪ .
We have obtained the λ c (B, Σ)-structure D satisfying the conditions 1-3. One can easily show the basic lemma of logical relations:
We finally show the condition 4.
Proposition 5. For any base type b ∈ B, we haveṪ Vb
Let us writeη b : Vb → Cb for the witness of η Ab : Vb→ Cb. Then in E we obtain a morphisṁ
Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of Proposition 4 and 5. This ends the proof.
Monadic semantics are often related by strong monad morphisms. Let T i = (T i , η i , µ i , θ i ) be strong monads (i = 1, 2) over a cartesian category C. A strong monad morphism from T 1 to T 2 is a natural transformation σ : T 1 → T 2 such that
It transfers each Z-ary algebraic operation α for T 1 to the following Z-ary algebraic operation σα for T 2 :
We define the image of a λ c (B, Σ)-structure
, where σα assigns the algebraic operation σ(αo) to each algebraic operation symbol o ∈ Σ a of arity a ∈ (B * ) * .
Theorem 2. Let A = (C, T 1 , A, k, α) be a λ c (B, Σ)-structure such that C is small, T 2 be a strong monad over C and σ : T 1 → T 2 be a strong monad morphism. Then for any well-typed term x 1 :
Proof. We pull-back the subobject fibration Sub([
here y is yoneda embedding. From Proposition 1, the leg of the pullback, say q : K → C 2 , is a category for logical relations. Now the following simulation (V, C) between A and σA satisfies (I), (C1) and (C2):
The goal is a corollary of Theorem 1 with the above simulation. Example 5. Let A = (C, T , A, k, α) be a λ c (B, Σ)-structure such that C is small. We write C T ,⊥ for the continuation monad with respect to the monad T and a result type ⊥ (which is just an object in C). The functor part of C T ,⊥ is given by C T ,⊥ I = (I ⇒ T ⊥) ⇒ T ⊥. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1, there is a strong monad morphism σ T ,⊥ : T → C T ,⊥ . We instantiate Theorem 2 with it, and obtain an equation [2] restricted to base types. Table 1 . Definition of two ν-calculus structures
Comparing Two Monadic Semantics of ν-Calculus
Dynamic name creation, such as the one in π-calculus, is often categorically modelled in the presheaf category over the category I of finite sets and injections between them [25, 26] . On the other hand, in practical programming names are represented by natural numbers and dynamic name creation is implemented by a hidden global counter that keeps track of the next fresh name.
In this section, we consider Stark's ν-calculus [25] and discuss an effect simulation problem between presheaf semantics and global counter semantics of name creation. The ν-calculus has only one base type n for names, one effect-free constant eq : n×n → 1 + 1 for checking name equality, and one algebraic operation ν(x n .M) whose intended meaning is to allocate a fresh name and bind it to x, like the one in π-calculus. We write Σ ν for the signature specifying only these symbols. The ν-calculus is then defined to be λ c ({n}, Σ ν ). Below we call a λ c ({n}, Σ ν )-structure ν-calculus structure.
In Table 1 we present two ν-calculus structures with which we consider an effect simulation problem. The ν-calculus structure A 1 extracts the ingredients that are used in the categorical semantics of the ν-calculus in [25] . The monad T 1 is Stark's dynamic name creation monad:
where (Q, x) ∼ (R, y) if there are S ∈ I and two injections l : Q S , m : R S such that F(P + l)(x) = F(P + m)(y). We note T FP F(P + 1). The object for the name type is the inclusion functor N : I → Set; this is the standard choice for representing names. The behaviour of the name equality predicate at a finite set P is given in Table  1 ; there i, j are elements in P. The algebraic operation α 1 ν for name creation is defined by
where i : (P + 1) + Q → P + (1 + Q) is the coherence isomorphism. The ν-calculus structure A 2 is a semantic analogue of dynamic name creation by a global state. We note that the interpretation A 2 [[−]] is not sound with respect to the ν-calculus axioms in [25] .
We compare the denotation of a well-typed term x 1 : n, . . . , x n : n M : n in each ν-calculus structure. Suppose that p names have been allocated, and some of them are supplied to the free variables of M. Then M returns either one of the allocated names supplied to its free variables, or M allocates a new name and returns it. This behaviour is expressed differently in each ν-calculus structure:
-(in A 1 ) Let P be the finite set consisting of p allocated names. We feed i 1 , . . . , i n ∈ P to the free variables of M. When M returns an allocated name, the denotation A 1 M P (i) ∈ T NP P + 1 is ι 1 (i) with some i ∈ P. Otherwise, M returns a new name and the denotation is ι 2 ( * ). -(in A 2 ) Natural numbers 0, . . . , p − 1 correspond to the allocated names. We thus feed 0 ≤ i 1 . . . i n < p to the free variables of M. The global counter pointing to the next fresh name is now p, so the name that M returns is given by i = π 1 (A 2 M (i)(p)). When M returns an allocated name, 0 ≤ i < p; otherwise i p.
In fact, this behaviour of M remains the same even when the counter is increased from p. Therefore when M returns an allocated name i, for any k ≥ p we have
Based on this analysis, we establish a correspondence between the denotation of M in each ν-calculus structure. As names are represented differently, this relationship is parametrised by bijective correspondences between allocated names and natural numbers. Below for a finite set P, by |P| we mean its cardinality. For a natural number p, we write p for the finite set {0, · · · , p − 1}. A name enumeration is a bijection σ : P → |P|.
Theorem 3. Let x 1 : n, . . . , x n : n M : n be a ν-calculus term. For any finite set P, elements i 1 . . . i n ∈ P and a name enumeration σ : P → |P|, either
The rest of this section is the proof of this theorem. We construct a suitable category for logical relations over [I, Set] × Set, and give a simulation (V, C) between A 1 and A 2 that implies the goal of the theorem. We then check that it satisfies (I), (C1) and (C2).
We observe that the theorem is parametrised by name enumerations, so we first introduce the category E of name enumerations. As defined above, a name enumeration is a bijection σ : P → |P|. A morphism h from σ to τ : Q → |Q| is a (necessarily unique) injection h : P → Q such that σ = τ • h. We note that E is actually equivalent to (N, ≤). There is an evident projection functor π : E → I.
We next pull-back the subobject fibration
We obtain the category q : ERel → [I, Set] × Set for logical relations by Proposition 1. An object in ERel is a triple (X, F, I) where F ∈ [I, Set], I ∈ Set and X assigns a binary relation Xσ ⊆ FP × I to each name enumeration σ : P → |P|. Moreover, X should satisfy the monotonicity condition: for any h ∈ E(σ, τ) and (x, y) ∈ Xσ, we have (Fhx, y) ∈ Xτ.
We give the simulation (V, C) between A 1 and A 2 that entails Theorem 3. For each name enumeration σ : P → |P|, we define Vnσ = {(i, σ(i)) | i ∈ P} and
Proposition 6. The above simulation (V, C) satisfies (I), (C1) and (C2).
Theorem 3 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 with the above simulation. We next add the recursive function constructor µ f x.M to λ c (B, Σ). This term creates a closure that may recursively call itself inside M; see Figure 1 for its typing rule. We call the extended calculus λ fix c (B, Σ). To interpret the recursion under the presence of computation, we employ uniform T -fixpoint operator [24] . An equivalent, direct formulation of recursion in call-by-value is also studied in [8] . Let T = (T, η, µ, θ) be a strong monad over a cartesian category C. A uniform T -fixpoint operator for T is a family of mappings fix I : C(T I, T I) → C(1, T I) such that fix I ( f ) = f • fix I ( f ), and it satisfies the uniformity principle: for any f : T I → T I, g : T J → T J and h :
When C is a CCC, we can parametrise it as fix X I : C(X × T I, T I) → C(X, T I); see [24] for the detail. The interpretation of a recursive function constructor is given in Figure 1 .
We aim to extend Theorem 1 to λ fix c (B, Σ) and a λ fix c (B, Σ) structure A where 1) the category of A is ωCPO-enriched 4 , 2) the strong monad of A lifts the given domain and 3) the uniform T -fixpoint operator is given by the least fixpoint. That T lifts a given domain (as defined below) is expressed by the fact that T admits an algebraic operation denoting the least element of T I.
Definition 6.
We call a strong monad T over a Pos-enriched bi-CCC C pseudo-lifting if it has an 0-ary algebraic operation ⊥ such that for any I ∈ C, ⊥ I is the least element in C(0 ⇒ T I, T I) C(1, T I).
We note that for any pseudo-lifting monad (T 1 , ⊥) over a Pos-enriched bi-CCC C, T 2 be another strong monad over C and strong monad morphism σ : T 1 → T 2 , the pair (T 2 , σ⊥) is pseudo-lifting and σ is strict, that is, σ I • ⊥ I = (σ⊥) I . We can turn every ωCPO-enriched λ c (B, Σ)-structure into a λ fix c (B, Σ)-structure by paring it with the uniform T -fixpoint operator given by
be an ωCPO-enriched λ c (B, Σ)-structure, and p : E → C be a category for logical relations. Since p is faithful, we can restrict the partial order on C(pX, pY) to E(X, Y). Moreover, as p strictly preserves bi-cartesian closed structure, E becomes a Pos-enriched bi-CCC. We call X ∈ E above T I admissible if 1) ⊥ I :1→ X and 2) for any Y ∈ E and ω-chainḟ i in E(Y, X), we have Proof. As done in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain a λ c (B, Σ)-structure (E,Ṫ , V,α).
We next show that for any object X in E above an object I in C and morphism f :Ṫ X →Ṫ X in E, we have fix(p f ) :1→Ṫ X. From ⊥ Ab :1→ Ob for each b, we obtain ⊥ I :1→Ṫ X for any object X in E by Proposition 2. We write⊥ X :1 →Ṫ X for its witness. We then have an ω-chain
From the definition ofṪ X, for any b we have another ω-chain:
Thus by currying it, we have σ
We name the witness of thisfx f :1 →Ṫ X.
One can easily check that the mapping f →fx f is indeed a uniform T -fixpoint operator forṪ . Therefore the tuple D = (E,Ṫ , V,α,fx) is a λ 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2. To apply Theorem 4, it suffices to check that the simulation Ob satisfies 1) (⊥ Ab , σ⊥ Ab ) :1→ Ob and 2) for any object X in K and ω-chain f i in K(X, Ob), we have 
Related Work
Filinski is one of the pioneers in logical relations for monads [3] , and developed various techniques to establish relationships between semantics of higher-order languages with effects [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . He pointed out at least three methods to obtain logical relations for monads: 1) When T is a syntactically constructed monad, such as state monad and continuation monad, then define a logical relationṪ for T in the same way as T is constructed. 2) For a logical relationṪ for a monad T and a strong monad morphism σ : S → T , the inverse image σ * Ṫ is a logical relation for S . 3) For a family of logical relationsṪ i for a monad T , the intersection ∧ iṪi is again a logical relation for T . A method based on factorisation systems is also proposed by Larrecq et al [13] .
The categorical -lifting is technically a particular combination of the methods 1-3 (in fibrational category theory). However, what is new about -lifting is that we use the simulation / property we would like to establish on computational effects to define the logical relationṪ ; see definition (1) . This idea is a secret recipe in the proofs of various results by the precursors of categorical -lifting, such as biorthogonality [7, 16, 20] , -closure [21] and leapfrog method [14, 15] ; see also [12] . The advantage of logical relations for monads by -lifting is that it does not limit the form of simulation / property we would like to establish on computational effects. Furthermore, Proposition 3 gives a good characterisation of when algebraic operations are related by the logical relations given by -lifting. On the other hand, it is rather difficult to check whether non-algebraic operations that manipulate computational effects, such as Felleisen's C-and A-operators, are related by the logical relations given by -lifting; this shall be discussed in a separate paper. Extending our results with recursive types and handlers for algebraic effects [23] is also a future work.
